
 

Bangalore artists set up collective art projects
By Roshan Kumar Mogali

Bangalore-Karnataka-India- Frustrated by the State's lack of arts funding, artists in Bangalore, the capital city of
Karnataka in India have started independent, collective art-initiatives.

Archana Prasad, a visual artist in
Karnataka, a southern state in India,
recently initiated Jaaga, a project that
plans to create mobile community
spaces for artists in Bangalore. On
August 6, Prasad, with the aid of some
architects, gathered iron beams, shelf
components and planks to build a
mobile dismantle able gallery. A person
passing by could guess the three-story
tall, Matisse-red and Klein-blue
structure to be an oversized jungle gym
or an architectural oddity. "And that's
precisely the intention to tickle the
curiosity of the neighbourhood
dwellers," said Prasad.

Jaaga plans to offer two stories of its mobile dismantle able art gallery to artists for free. To compensate the costs the
third floor could be rented to artist-residents and cultural organizations.

Samuha, is another initiative to promote independent gallery space for artists in Karnataka. Their program, launched on
June 26, is a 13-month experiment to create a self-funded community. Its 23 members contribute Rs 2,000 each month
and each can use the gallery space for 17 days out of the 13 months. "The feat is only to test whether artistes can
independently sustain themselves, while exhibiting alternative, advanced art that many policy and profit-driven
galleries would never encourage," said Suresh Kumar, artist and initiator of Samuha.

The art movement, which has emerged from initiatives scattered across the city, attempts to bring art out from the State
and private art galleries and make it more accessible in public spaces. "Public art would ensure community involvement
and would facilitate appreciation of art by even those people who probably don't understand art," said Prasad.
Several other models of funding for independent art enterprises have come up in Karnataka. Initiatives like City
Spinning, by artist Prayas Abhinav, approached funding agencies and tied up with art organizations like KHOJ
International Artists' Association, based in New Delhi.

These models and practices are separate from that of an art gallery. "The movement indicates how the current
generation of artists has lost confidence in the system of private art galleries," said A. Anil Kumar, art historian and
critic. The trend is a reaction to private galleries, who have set false and market-oriented standards for contemporary
art. He also said that the State run galleries have been overlooking alternative art. 

"Artists have begun these initiatives as it allows them more freedom," said M G Doddamani, a member of the Advisory
Panel of the state run Venkatappa Gallery. "The independent platforms provide them spaces to display installation
artworks, which are not treated as collectibles by private art galleries."       
 

Art galleries in Bangalore do not have the space required for installations and alternative art, said Naozar Daruwalla,
owner of Crimson Art Gallery. Although he applauded the initiative of the artists, he questioned how long the
self-funded program would last.  "The model has loopholes as the artists won't be able to promote themselves and even
if they do, they would be able to attract audiences only from their neighbourhoods," said Daruwalla. "The real problem
is the lack of art education. The State should encourage visual arts in the curriculum of schools."
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